Anthro-Style
Plaited Head
Wrap
Pattern and all photos are © Melynda Bernardi, 2011. All rights reserved.
This pattern is for your personal use only. Please do not distribute pattern or sell garments knit from it.

With the holiday season behind us, I believe it is once again time for some selfish knitting! Last year I
kicked off January with selfish knitting along with a free pattern- and I thought that 2011 should start the
same way. I know I have been promising it for a while- and I'm finally ready to share the Anthropologieinspired Plaited Headwrap (like the one I made myself to wear to Rhinebeck):

*mmm... still thinking about those fried pickles (and I'm not even pregnant anymore!).

Here's what you'll need:


1 skein Malabrigo Worsted (or another worsted or aran weight yarn you love)




Size US 10 needles (either circular for magic loop, or dpns)
Safety pins for assembly

Knitting:
You will basically be knitting a very long tube. For this project, I learned how to use the magic loop
method (look under small diameter circular knitting here for a video tutorial here:
http://www.knittinghelp.com/videos/advanced-techniques ) and loved the results. I would encourage you to
give it a try- getting it started will be the hardest part, but once you get in the groove, you'll fly. If you
don't feel comfortable, just use double pointed needles.
Cast on 14 stitches, join for working in the round
Knit all stitches until piece wraps around your head loosely three times (about 72")
Bind off

Assembly:
Here comes the tricky part. Although this headwrap looks like a braid, it's technically a knot because you
are using only one piece of fabric instead of three.
Step 1: Divide piece into thirds, marking with safety pins

Step 2: Make a circle that fits around your head loosely, pin together (this will be right near where you
already have one safety pin, you can use this safety pin to close the circle)

Step 3: With second section of headwrap, wrap around the first section circle. Using safety pins, pin
together the first two sections in six places, evenly divided around the circle. With each pin, criss cross
the two sections:

With the second section, seperate it from the first piece to the right first, making the first criss cross go
from right to left.
With two wraps completed, the head wrap should look like this:

Step 4: Then end of section two will be on top of the first section. Without twisting the piece, take the
final section to the left. Feed the piece under the first section, through the space between section one and
two, and over the second section to the right.

Step 5: Repeat step 4 going from right to left instead of left to right (still going under section one and
over section two).
Repeat these two steps until the end of section three comes together with the start of section one:

Step 6: Seam the ends together (make sure braid lays 'flat' and there are no twists before seaming) and
remove safety pins

